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(ABSTRACT) 

The exact controllability problems for systems modeled by linear parabolic differential 

equations and the Burger’s equations are considered. A condition on the exact control- 

lability of linear parabolic equations is obtained using the optimal control approach. We 

also prove that the exact control is the limit of appropriate optimal controls. A numeri- 

cal scheme of computing exact controls for linear parabolic equations is constructed based 

on this result. To obtain numerical approximation of the exact control for the Burger’s 

equation, we first construct another numerical scheme of computing exact controls for lin- 

ear parabolic equations by reducing the problem to a hypoelliptic equation problem. A 

numerical scheme for the exact zero control of the Burger’s equation is then constructed, 

based on the simple iteration of the corresponding linearized problem. The efficiency of the 

computational methods are illustrated by a variety of numerical experiments.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the theoretical and computational issues asso- 

ciated with controllability problems for systems modeled by parabolic partial differential 

equations. First, we study the exact controllability problem of linear parabolic differential 

equations with Neumann boundary conditions using optimal control methods. The method 

is different from the traditional harmonic analysis method. Second, we consider a finite ele- 

ment method for the exact boundary controllability problem of linear parabolic differential 

equations with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Finally we study numerical approximations 

of the exact controllability problems for the Burger’s equation. 

1.1 Controllability via Optimal Control 

For a control problem, we are given the following data. 

1. A control u belonging to a set Ug which is at our disposition. 

2. For a given control u, the state y(u) of the system given by the solution of an equation 

Ay(u) = given function of u 

where A is an operator which specifies the system to be controlled. 

3. A given state 7 and the observation z(u) which is a function of y(u). 

Definition 1.1 The system is said to be exactly controllable if there exists a control u



such that 

z(u) = 9. 

The main difficulty in studying the exact controllability problem is that it is an ill-posed 

problem. First, for a given state 7 in a certain Banach space, exact control may not exist. 

Second, even if an exact control exists, it may not be unique. 

This problem has been studied extensively in the last 30 years. A very significant early 

contribution is due to Egorov ((6], [7]). Though primarily interested in optimal control, he 

found it necessary, as part of this study, to characterize a class of reachable states. Another 

early paper is due to Gal’chuk ([12]). Many developments in the controllability theory of the 

linear parabolic equations and hyperbolic equations are due to Fattorini and Russell ((8], 

[9], [30], [31]). Using a harmonic analysis method, they obtained results such as approxi- 

mate controllability and conditions on g for the exact controllability of systems governed 

by hyperbolic and parabolic equations. More recently Lions ([24]) developed the Hilbert 

Uniqueness Method for the exact controllability problem of hyperbolic equations. The nu- 

merical implementation of this method is discussed in [14]. Another recent development on 

the exact controllability problems of distributed parameter systems is due to Fursikov and 

Imanuvilov ({11]). We will have more to say concerning their work in the next section. 

A related but well-posed problem is the optimal control problem. To define an optimal 

control problem, we first define a cost function J(u) by 

J(u, €) = d(z(u) — 9) + eg(u) (1.1) 

where € is a positive parameter and d and g are positive functions, usually norm functions on 

certain Banach spaces. Then the optimal control problem is to find a control u = u(e€) € Ura,



such that 

J(u(e),€) = ane J(u, €). (1.2) 

Optimal control is a rapidly developing subject. It dates back to the revolutionary 

treatment of an old mathematical subject, the Calculus of Variations, by Pontryagin ((28], 

([29]). Optimal control theory of distributed parameter systems has been studied by Lions 

({20], [21], [22]); he addresses the question of existence of an optimal control and the deriva- 

tion of necessary conditions. A Galerkin approximation of the optimal control problem for 

parabolic equations is studied by Winther in [37]; error estimates are obtained there. 

In this part of the thesis we attempt to study the exact controllability problem by 

examining the limit behavior of the optimal control problem (1.2) as € — 0. Notice that if 

€ = 0, then the solution(s) of problem (1.2) is an exact control. We are concerned with the 

following three issues: 

1. The limit behavior of d(z(u, €) — 9) as € — 0; 

2. The limit behavior of y(¢€) as € — 0 where y(e€) = y(u(e)); 

3. The limit behavior of u(e) as € — 0. 

In Chapter 2 we consider a system modeled by linear parabolic equations. By studying 

the above three issues, we obtained a new condition on the exact controllability of the 

system and a method of numerically computing the exact control that has minimum L? 

norm. The problem can be described as follows. 

Let 2 be a bounded domain in R?. For a fixed T, let Q = [0, T]xQ and © = (0,7) x 0a. 

On the domain Q, let A be the second order elliptic differential operator 

Ay = — 2 2 (aig(2) 24) + e(2) BO Be as! 

We will assume that c > 0 on 2 and that the matrix (a;,;(z)) is symmetric and positive



definite. 

Consider now the parabolic initial boundary value problem 

Zyt+Ay = 0 onQ, 

cu = u, ony, (1.3) 

y(0) = v, on. 

Here 2. = i iat 4i,571i( Zar) where n; is the i — th component of the outward unit normal 

vector on 02. If the components of the data v and wu are given such that v € L?({) and 

u € L?(Z), then problem (1.3) has a unique weak solution y ([23]). We now define a cost 

function J as 

1 a\g € 2 
Ie, Y; u) —%9 (y(T) ~~ 9) dz +> u (t, x)dadt 

2/9 2/5 

where (y, u) = (y(t), u(t)) satisfies (1.3). u(e) = u(e, t) is said to be an optimal control if it 

satisfies 

Fle, ye), ule) = T(e,y,u). (1.4) inf 
(y,u) satisfies (1.3) 

Problem (1.4) is analyzed by Lions in [20]. It is proved that (1.4) has a unique solution and 

this solution can be characterized by a system of two parabolic equations. 

In Chapter 2, using a symmetric, nonnegative and invertible compact operator R, we 

represent y(e€,7) — 9 as 

(y(e,T) — 9) = e+ RY — E(T)v) (1.5) 

where EF = E(t) is the solution operator of problem (1.3) that will be specified in Chapter 

2. Using the above equality we prove that 

lim y(e,T)= 9, in L*(Q).



As we shall point out in Chapter 2 this implies that system (1.3) is approximately control- 

lable. Also by using (1.5) we obtain the following condition on ¥ for the exact controllability 

of system (1.3): 
oO oO y? 

j — E(T)v = 5° yje; satisfies \> 72 < Oo 
j=l j=l 3 

where ({e;}921, {Aj }F2) is the eigensystem of R. 

The above results are obtained without the assumption that the system is exactly con- 

trollable. If the system is indeed exactly controllable, we prove in Chapter 2 that 

lim y(6) = ys in 14(0,7; (0), E—> 

lim u(e) = u, in L?(d), 
e—0 

where u is the exact control that has minimum L?(¥) norm and y is the corresponding 

state. The significance of this result is that it enables us to find numerical solutions of exact 

controls by solving the corresponding optimal control problem numerically for small e. 

1.2 A Finite Element Method for Boundary Controllability Problems of 

Parabolic Equations with Dirichlet Boundary Conditions 

We consider a control system where evolution in time is described by a function y = 

y(t, z) defined in (t,z) € Q = [0,T]x 2,2 C R?, that satisfies the linear parabolic equation 

d 

Ly = Ay — Ay +) 4:dc;y = f in Q, (1.6) 
i=1 

with the initial condition 

y(0,-)= yo, inQ (1.7) 

and the boundary condition 

y=u, on =(0,T] x an. (1.8)



The real valued functions u is interpreted as a boundary control function. According to 

Definition 1.1, the system is exactly controllable for a given state @ if there exists u € L?(X) 

such that the solution y of problem (1.6)-(1.8) also satisfies 

As we have pointed out in the last section, for a general function 7 € L*(Q), the system 

may not be exactly controllable. An important special case is y = 0. It is proved both by 

Egorov ([6]) and Fattorini and Russell ([9]) that if 9 = 0, then the linear parabolic system 

is exactly controllable. The exact boundary control u in this case is also called the exact 

zero boundary control. Recently, Fursikov and Imanuvilov ([{11]) developed a new method 

to treat this problem. The method differs from the others in that the problem is reduced 

to solving the following fourth order hypoelliptic equation 

[*cLp= fo, inQ (1.9) 

with boundary conditions 

Op P=5,> 0, on X, (1.10) 

cL p(t, -)|t-0 = cL p(t, )|:-r = 0, in 2D (1.11) 

where c = c(t, z) is a weight function that will be specified in Chapter 3. Once p is solved 

from (1.9)-(1.11), the state y and the control u are obtained through 

y=yt cL*p (1.12) 

where y; is a function obtained by solving a heat equation. The advantages of this method 

are that it can be used to study the controllability problem for systems governed by Burgers 

equations or Navier-Stokes equations and that numerical approximations of the exact control 

u may be obtained by solving problem (1.9)-(1.11) numerically.



In Chapter 3 we present a finite element method for obtaining numerical solutions for 

problem (1.9)-(1.11) which yields numerical approximations to the state y and the control 

u through (1.12). Some modifications on Furiskov and Immanulov’s theory are made to 

meet our needs of numerical approximations. We derive the finite element scheme for the 

problem (1.9)-(1.11). We demonstrate the convergence of the finite element approximation 

p, to the exact solution p and the convergence of the approximate solution y, to the exact 

solution y of problem (1.6)-(1.8) through (1.12) with minimum regularity requirements. 

The convergence of the approximate control u; to the control u are proved under higher 

regularity assumptions. We performed a variety of numerical experiments using two different 

choices of weight functions c appearing in (1.9). These experiments agree with our error 

estimates. 

1.3. A Numerical Scheme for the Controllability Problem of the Burger’s 

Equation 

As one can expect, the controllability problem for nonlinear systems is much more 

complicated than that of linear systems. Fursikov and Imanuvilov ([11]) constructed an 

example showing that in general a system governed by Burger’s equations may not even be 

approximately controllable. 

As in the linear case the study of controllability of nonlinear systems started with finite 

dimensional systems. Some sufficient conditions were obtained by Cirina ([4]) using inverse 

function methods. Using the hypoelliptic equation method described in $1.2, Fursikov and 

Imanuvilov ({10], [11]) prove the exact zero controllability of Burger’s equations and the 

Navier-Stokes equations. 

In Chapter 4 we study a numerical scheme for finding the exact zero controls for sys-



tems governed by Burger’s equations. The scheme is based on a simple iteration of the 

corresponding linearized problem which is studied in Chapter 3.



Chapter 2 

Controllability via Optimal Control 

2.1 Statement of the Problem, Notation, and Preliminaries 

Let 2 be a bounded domain in R¢. For a fixed T, let Q = [0,T]x QM and ¥ = (0,T) xan. 

On the domain 2), let A be the second order elliptic differential operator 

Ay = — So 2 (a:5(2) 24) + clay. 
jad Oz; ‘J Oz; 

We will assume that c > 0 on 2 and that the matrix (a;,;(x)) is symmetric and positive 

definite. 

Consider now the parabolic initial boundary value problem 

Su 4 Ay = 0, on Q, 

ou = u, ond, (2.1) 

y(0) = v, inf. 

Here Z = Ye Ht 4i,50i( Zar) where n; is the 1 — th component of the outward unit normal 

on O22. Define a functional 

I(y,u) = + | (y(T) — §)2de + £ / w(t, x)dedt. 
2J/Q 2I> 

We consider the following optimal control problem: find (y(e), u(e)) = (y(e, t), u(e, t)) such 

that 

J(y(e,t), u(e,t)) = inf J(€,y, U). (2.2) 
y,u satisfies (2.1)



We call (y(e, t), u(e, t)) the optimal solution for problem (2.2). In this chapter we study the 

limit behavior of (y(e,t), u(e,t)) as « > 0. In §2.2 we prove that 

lim y(e,T)=% in L?(Q). 

In §2.3 we obtain a sufficient condition on the exact controllability of the system using the 

same technique. In §2.4, we study the limit of (y(e€), u(e)) as « — 0 under the assumption 

that system (2.1) is exactly controllable. In §2.5, using the result obtained in §2.4, we 

construct a numerical algorithm to compute the exact control with minimum L? norm. 

In the rest of this section we introduce some notation and some fundmentals for linear 

parabolic differential equations that will be used in the sequel. 

For a Banach space X, define 

T 

1(0,7;X) = {F (0,7) +X; f |If()|lkedt < co}. 
0 

It is a Hilbert space with the norm 

T 1 

Il flizz¢o,7;x) = (f IF (t) || dt)2. 

Let L*(Q) and L?(0Q) be the usual L? function spaces. We shall use the notation 

(4,9) = [ dvde 

and 

<b,0>= [pede 

for the inner products and the associated norms will be denoted by ||-|| and |-|, respectively. 

We also define 

W(0,T)= {hfe 20,7: #1), 2 € (0,7; H-\M)}, 

10



where ¢ is taken in the sense of distributions on (0, 7’) with values in H'(Q). W(0,T) is a 

Hilbert space with the norm 

V
e
 

IIfllwoo.ry = (WFlliz(0,7;43(9)) + |e loocrar@)) 

For p, q > 0, let also 

H?"(Q) = L°(0,T; H(Q))N H"(0,T; L(Q)). 

These spaces are described in [23], and their norms are defined by 

IF llze(ay = (WF llzzeo,r 49) + Wf llze(0,7;22(9)))?- 

The spaces H?7(X) with associated norms || - || HPa(s) are defined similarly by replacing 2 

by © above. 

We recall ([23]) that if ¢ > 4 and p = q— 5, then there is a constant c such that for any 

f € HP2(Q), 

Wl p08 ex $lFllyes ay 

and if g > 1, g € H%2(Z) and ¢ € [0,7] then 

IF @llae-(ay S ll fll y2.2(Q) 

and 

lglxe-1(a9) < cllgll 70.8 (3° 

Define the bilinear form B: H1(Q) x H1(Q) — R by 

d 

B(,0)= [10 ale) SES* + ele) ov}ae. 
i,j=l 75 

11



Note that from the properties of the operator A we have that there exist constants c1, c2 > 0 

such that 

[B(d, b)I < ea|[e|alle lla 

and 

for all ¢, » € H'(Q). 

We now define the operators for weak solutions of elliptic boundary value problems. For 

f € H~1(Q), let Tf € H'(Q) denote the unique solution of the problem 

BIT f,d) = (f,¢) for ¢€ H(Q). 

T is a linear operator on H~1!(Q). Also since 

(Tf, o) = BUT F,T¢) = (F,T¢9) 

for any f, ¢ € L?(Q), T is self adjoint on L?(Q). Next we introduce the eigenvalue problem 

A¢g=Ad, inQX, 

O¢ 
ap 7 0, on dQ. 

It is well known ([23]) that this problem has a system of eigenfunctions {¢;}?2,, forming 

a complete orthonormal set in L?(Q), with eigenvalues 0 < \y < Ag < +++ < Aj — © as 

j — ow. Note that if we let v; = 57, then 

To; =v;o; j =1,2,.... 

W now consider the weak formulation of problem (2.1) 

(%,4)+ Bly,¢) = <u,d>, forde H(2), 

y(0,-) = v. 
(2.3) 

12



It is well known that if v € £?7(Q) and u € L*(Z) then (2.3) has a unique solution y in 

W(0,T), and there is a constant C’,, independent of v and u, such that 

lIyllwoory < CClloll + llullzz¢xy)- 

If wu = 0, then the exact solution of (2.3) can be represented by 

y(t,c) = So(v, dje*77b; (x) 
j=l 

The following lemma can be found in [33]. 

Lemma 2.1 Let ¢ € H?(Q) for-1<p<1. Then 

[IOI = (S3(#, 6))?A?)? 
j=l 

is an equivalent norm in H?(Q). 

2.2 Convergence of the Terminal State 

2.1.1 An operator representation of the terminal state. In the following lemma 

we state the optimality system for the problem (2.2). It will play a central role in obtaining 

the main results of this section and the next section. We refer to [20] for a proof of this 

lemma. 

Lemma 2.2 (y(€), u(e)) = (y(e,t), u(e,t)) € H'7(Q) x L?(Z) ts the solution of (2.2) if 

and only if there exists p(€) = p(e,t) € W(0,T) such that p satisfies the following parabolic 

differential equation with initial and boundary conditions: 

-F+Ap = 0, inQ, 
AQ _ ap 0, ond, 

ple, T) 

p = eu, ond. 

(2.4) 
y(€, T) ~ Y; in Q, 

13



The weak formulation of the optimality system can be written as follows. 

(#,6)+ Biy,d) = 1<p,¢>, forge H1(Q), 

-(£,¢)+B(p,¢) = 0, for de H(9), 
y(0) = », 

aT) = §-y(c,T). 

t 
I 

(2.5) 

To represent the terminal state y(e,7) by an operator, we consider, for a given z € L*(Q), 

the system 

(2, 46)+ Bly,¢) = <pi,¢>, for de H1(Q), 

—(2,¢) + B(m,¢) = 0, for de H1(Q), 

yi(0) = 0, 

p(T) = z. 

This system has a unique solution (yi(t), pi(t)) € W(0,7'). We now define an operator R: 

(2.6) 

D*(Q) _ L?(Q) by 

Rz = y(T). (2.7) 

Comparing (2.5) with (2.6), we have that 

1 . 
~R(y(T) — 9) = —E(P)u + WP) (2.8) 

(e+ R)(y(T) - 9) = g — E(T)v) (2.9) 

where E(t),0<t < T, is the solution operator of problem (2.1) for with u=0. 

2.2.2. Properties of the operator R. 

Lemma 2.3 Re L(L*(Q), H1(Q)). Therefore R is a compact operator in L?(Q). 

Proof: Consider the mapping 

z— p,(t,-)= E(T —t)z. 

14



We prove that this mapping is continuous from L?(Q) into H 21(Q). By standard theory for 

parabolic differential equations ({24]) this mapping is continuous from H‘(Q) into H'(Q). 

If z € H-1(Q) then 

, 2 "+ 2,-2A,(T-t fle, oiPae = [Yl 4p%e at 
j=1 

1 _ 9). _ 5 di $5); 14 _e 2A;T) 

j=1 

< Cllz|l-1. 

Hence the mapping is continuous from H~1(Q) into L?(Q). By interpolation ({1]) we have 

that R is a continuous mapping from L?(Q) to H2(Q). 

By (2.6), we have that ou |: = pi|y. Thus 

|Rzl[1 = la (P)lla < Cllyallas2(qy < Cllzll. 

The proof is complete. O 

Lemma 2.4 R is symmetric and semi-definite. 

Proof: For given z, zo € L?(Q), let (y,p), (yo, po) be the corresponding solutions of (2.6), 

respectively. Then 

d 
($*, po) + By, po) =< P, Po >; 

d 
<=, p) + B(yo,P) =< po,p>, 

By, Po) = (us po) Y¥,PoJ)/ = VW; ds?° ’ 

B(yo,P) = (vo, —p) Yo, P) = Yor 7 P) 

We therefore have that 

(<-u(s), pols)) + (ys). +-Po(s)) = (-v0(s)s(s)) + (als), 70s) 

15



or 

£(uo(s),(s)) = (us), po(s)) 75 (Yols) P(s)) = 7 (y(s), Po(s)). 

Integrating the above equality from 0 to T, noting that y(0) = yo(0) = 0, we have that 

Td (y(T).p(T)) = f° (u(s),po(s))ds 

= fF tw(spr(s))ds 
= (yo(T), p(T)) 

or 

(Rz, 0) = (R20, Zz). 

Thus R is self-adjoint. We also have that 

ip? = (yp) + B(y,p) ds~’ , 
d d 

= (4.9 P)+ (ys =P) 
d 

= 7, (yP)- 

Integrating the above equality, we have that 

T 

(Rz,z)= | \p|?ds > 0. 
0 

So R is semi-definite. The proof is complete. 0 

Lemma 2.5 Assume that % is analytic. Then KerR = 0. 

Proof: Under the given assumption we know that p is analytic in Q and on ©. Assume 

that Rz = 0. Then from the proof of Lemma 2.4 we have that 

T 
0 = (Rz,z)= / |p|2ds. 

0 
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Thus p = 0 on &. Hence the data corresponding to the Cauchy problem is zero on © which 

implies according to the Cauchy-Kowaleska theorem (since p is analytic) that p = 0 on Q. 

In particular z = p(T) = 0. The proof is complete. O 

2.2.3 Convergence of the terminal state. 

Theorem 2.6 Let 9 € L7(Q) and (y(c€), u(e)) = (y(e,t), ule, t)) be the solution of problem 

(2.4). Then 

lim |ly(e, 7) — gllz2(a) = 0. 

Proof: By Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4, and the Gilbert-Schmidt ([23]) theorem, 

the operator R has a system of eigenfunctions {e;}2y with eigenvalues Ay > Ag > --- > 

Aj + 0 as 7 — oo. Moreover, {e;}72, forms an orthonormal basis in L*(Q). For 9 € L?(Q) 

let 

j — E(T)v = Dye; 
j=l 

Then 

Rj — E(T)v) = Yo Ajyje;- 
j=1 

Using (2.9) we have that 

7 = €Y;€; y(e,T) I= py 

Thus 

CO 

a|;2 _ é ey 

lye, T) — Hlr2(a) —~ LEA ‘(e+ d- 3)? 

Dee t y uy 
j=N+41 
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For any given 6 > 0, there exists N such that 

~ 6 
» u< 2 

g=N41 

For this fixed N there exists @ > 0 such that 

Sie + (€ +A; (e+A,)? ~ 2 

for0<e< £. Thus 

ule) ~ dll2aay <é 

for 0 < € < £. The proof is complete. O 

Definition 2.1 System (2.1) is said to be approximately controllable if, for any given 

and 6 > 0, there exists a control u(t) and a function y(t) such that (y(t), u(z)) is a solution 

of (2.1) and 

Ily(Z) — all < 6. 

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.6. 

Theorem 2.7 System (2.1) is approrimately controllable. O 

Approximate controllability has been proved in [8]. Our proof is different in that it is a 

constructive proof. 

2.3 <A Condition for Exact Controllability 

In this section we give a condition on @ for the exact controllability of system (2.1). The 

main tool is the operator R introduced in §2.2. 
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Theorem 2.8 Let R be the operator defined in §2.2 and ({e;}224, {Aj}$21) be the eigen- 

system of R. Assume that y — E(T)v = S02, yje; satisfies 

> Fe o, (2.10) 

Then system (2.1) is exactly controllable. 

Proof: By the proof of Theorem 2.6 we have that 

uj lly(¢.T) — d22¢q) = Se LF 

Hence 

oO ey? 1 

r)-y = —_+__)2 
llyce ) Ul|L2(a) Qu (e+ jy) 

< (>) 44)? < Ce. 
J 

Let {e,}72, be a sequence such that ¢, > 0 as k > oo. From the optimality system (2.4) 

and the proof of Lemma 2.3 we have that 

IA
 ll y(ex)llz2,2¢Q) C(luCee ytd ey + llellzs(ay) 

Ple Ca oy + lear) 
C(I, lA

 1i3(q) * Heller) 
ven T) - 

€k 
< Cll “I n2(a) + |lv|lz¢ay) 

< Ciyllellzzay + Ce. 

Thus there exists a subsequence of {ex}, still denoted as {e,}, and y € H!?(Q) such that 

jim y(€x) = y weakly in H'?(Q). 
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Using the trace theorem ([1]) and the compact embedding theorem ([1]) in Sobolev spaces 

we also have that there exists u € L?(X) such that 

lim u(e,) =u in L*(S). 
k—00 

Also by the trace theorem ([1]) we have that y(T) = 9 and y(0) = v. We now prove that 

(y, u) is a solution of (2.1). Since (y(e, t), u(e,t)) is a solution of (2.2) 

Sales) 
(6) + Bly(ex), d) =< Ulex), >, for de H1(Q). 

Passing to the limit in the above equality we obtain 

Y. §)+ Bly,d) =< u,d>, forge H(0), 

Thus (y, uv) € H'?(Q) x L?(X) is a solution of (2.1). This proves that u is an exact control. 

The proof is complete. O 

Remark 2.1. Let R7! be the inverse of operator R. Then the condition (2.10) is 

equivalent to 

g—E(T)v € D(R“). 

Remark 2.2. From the proof of Theorem 2.8 we see that if (2.10) holds, then 

lly(e, 7) — Illz2(a) < Ce. 

It is easy to show that (2.10) is actually a necessary condition for the above inequality to 

hold. In fact, assume that the above inequality holds. Then by the proof of Theorem 2.8 

we have that 
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Thus 

ae < (€ : us ups ~ 

Letting « — 0, we obtain (2.10). 

Remark 2.3. In [30], Russell gave a condition on exact controllability of system (2.1) 

using the harmonic analysis method. The condition is 

j — E(T)v € VA 

where C' > 0 is a constant and A is the elliptic operator that appears in (2.1). For d = 1, 

this condition implies that 7 — E(T)v is at least a C® function. Though it is difficult to 

check if our condition is weaker or stronger, it does seem that a function does not have to 

be infinitely differentiable to satisfy our condition. 

2.4 The Convergence of the Optimal Control to the Exact Control 

Assume that the system is exactly controllable for a given function 7 € L?(Q). Then by 

Definition 1.1 there exists (y,u) = (y(t), u(t)) € H'?(Q) x L?(X) such that (y, w) satisfies 

(2.1) and 

y(T) = 9. 

Let 

Uer = {u € L?(¥);(y, u) is a solution of (2.1) and y(T) = 9}. 

In other words, Uz is a set consisting of all exact controls. We now consider the problem: 

find u € U., such that 

Tis 2 Ja) = min J(u) = fe u2dedt. (2.11) 

The next lemma, stated as a theorem in [20], will be used in the proof of the existence and 

uniqueness of the solution for (2.11) 
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Lemma 2.9 (/20]) Assume that U is a Hilbert space and Uag C U ts closed and conver. 

Let t(u,v) be a continuous bilinear form onU which satisfies 

m(v,v)>Cllr|l?,, forveu, C>0. 

Let also 

J(u) = m(u, wv). 

Then there exists a unique element u in Ugg such that 

J(u) = at J(v). 

The following lemma is about the existence and uniqueness of the solution for problem 

(2.11). 

Lemma 2.10 There exists a unique solution u € Ue, of problem (2.11). 

Proof: Let U = L?(X), Uag = Uer. Define 

T(t, v) = [ uvde. 
5 

It is clear that Uaq is a convex set and z(u,v) is a continuous coercive bilinear form. To 

apply Lemma 2.9, we only need to verify that U., is a closed set. Let {u,}°2, be a sequence 

such that u, € U., and u, — u in L*(D) as n — oo. By the definition of U., there exist 

Yn € W(0,T), n = 1,2,..., such that 

“tn. §) 4 Bins ¢) = <tn b>, for de H'(2), 

Yn(0) = vU; 

Yn(T) = y. 
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Let y € W(0,T) be the solution of the problem 

Oy 
pet AY = 0, ond, 

78 = u, ons, 

y(0) = v, on 

and let 6, = y, — y. Then we have that 

06, 
OL + Abn, = 0, on Q, 

06, 
wy Un —uU, ond, 

6,(0) = 0, on]. 

Thus 

dé,, 
(2 n) + B(bn, bn) =< u- Uns On >. 

Integrating the above equality from 0 to 7, we obtain 

1 2 T T 

sllun(Z) - (I +f B(5n, 6n) = I < tm — tly Sn > dt 

Recall that there exists a constant cz > 0 such that 

B(w,w) > c5[lo|lF72(0) for w € H1(Q). 

Also by the trace theorem there exists a constant c > 0 such that 

l~wlIz2¢on) < ellellanyay for w € H(Q). 

Using the Schwartz inequality we have that 

1 T T 

silat) - ¥(TIIP + f Bon, bn) I I[un — || z2(any|lSn||z2(any at. 
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T 

| l|un — u||z2(a0)|]6n || 1 (ay ae 

T 

< = I jun — ull2(60)y/BCOn, Pn) 
363 2 1 st 

IA
 

lA
 

lA
 

Thus we have that 

1 24 sllone) — (TIP + 5 f° BCbns Fo) = lien — allzys) — 0 

Therefore 

jim yn(T) = WT). 

But y,(T) = 9g, thus y(T) = 9. This implies that u € U,.,. The proof is complete. O 

As in §2.2, let (y(e), u(e)) = (y(e, t), u(e,t)) be the solution of the optimal control prob- 

lem (2.2). Assume that system (2.1) is exactly controllable. We then have that 

lye, T) ~ y 2         (lias)  <lly(P)- 

= ‘elPaey 

                (2.12) 

Therefore 

lim |ly(eT) ~ all = 0, 

and, for each « > 0, 

lleCe)Ilz2(ey S Ilellzacsy- 

As a consequence, ||u(e)||z2(3:) is uniformly bounded. We are now in a position to prove the 

main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 2.11 Assume that (2.1) is exactly controllable for § € L*(Q). Let (y(e), u(e)) = 

(y(€,t), u(e,t)) be the solution of the optimal control problem (2.2). Then 

lim y(e)=y, in L°(0,T; H"(Q)) 
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and 

lim u(e) =u, in L7(Z) 
e—0 

where (y, u) is the solution of problem (2.1) and u is the solution of problem (2.11). 

Proof: Let {e,}%2, be a sequence such that e, — 0 as n — oo. Since |lu(en)||z2(y)) is 

uniformly bounded, there exists a subsequence of {e,,}, still denoted as {¢,}, such that 

lim | u(€n) =u weakly in L?(x). 

First we prove that u is an exact control. Since (y(e), u(e)) is a solution of problem (2.2), 

we have that 

(We) 4) + Blylen),¢) = <ulen),$>, for de H1(Q), 
y(—en,0) = v. 

(2.13) 

Choosing ¢ = y(é,), we have that 

dul, (AU end (6)) + Blylen)r¥( En) =< wen) (en) > 

that is 

1d yyy2 B 5 aly(endll? + B(uCEn)»¥(en)) =< wEn)o Yen) > 
Integrating the above equality from 0 to 7 and following the same argument as we have 

used in the proof of Lemma 2.10, we obtain 

Ly ane n 2 2 2 sila? + f° By(en)sy(en))at < Collulen)IRacxy + lle? < C+ Ilo 

where Co and C' are constants. Using the property of B we obtain 

T 

Nall? +e lye lRecayat < C+ loll 
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Therefore y(€,) ranges in a bounded set in L?7(0,T; H'(Q)) and we may extract a subse- 

quence of {y(e,)} , still denoted as {y(e,)}, such that 

ylEn) > y weakly in L*(0,T; H4(Q)). 

Multiply both sides of (2.13) by &(t) where 

v(t) € C*[0,T], o(T)=0, 

and integrate over [0,7]. Setting €(t) = (t)d, we have that 

* d&(t) * [ le), $2) + Bevlen), €oplde = [0 < £0), ulen) > dt + (0,800). (2.14) 
By virtue of the fact that y(€,) + y weakly in L?(0,7; H'(Q)) and u(e,) > wu weakly in 

(=), we can pass to the limit in (2.14) and obtain 

n dg(t) , [ oO, 57) + Bu), goplde= fo < €(1), w(t) > dt + (0, 8)6(0). 
But the above equality is true for any w(t) € D(0,7'). Therefore we have that 

d <7) + By.) =< u,b>, for pe H*(Q), (2.15) 

In particular we have that 

dy 

Thus 

dy 

By virtue of the fact that A is an operator from L7(0,T; H*(Q)) to £7(0,T; H~1(Q)), 

au = Ay € L7(0,T; H—1(Q)) ([20]). Thus y € W(0,7'). We can easily derive that | 5 =u. 

Taking into account (2.14) and (2.15) we obtain 

(y(0), $)b(0) = (v, d)(0), Vd € H'(Q),we C*[0,T], w(T) = 0. 
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Thus y(0) = v. Let 6, = y — y(e,). Then 

(S$) + Blbn.d) = 0, for 6 € D(Q). 

Integrating this equality from 0 to T, we obtain 

T 

(§n(T),9)+ f° Blbn,d)dt = 0. 

Since 6, — 0 weakly in £7(0,T; H'(Q)), we have that 

lim | y(—n) > y(T) weakly in L?(0). 

But from (2.13) we have that y(e,) — § strongly in L?(Q). Thus y(T) = 9. This proves 

that uw is an exact control. 

We now return to the proof of the convergence of u(€) to win L?(Z). By the fact that the 

norm function in a Hilbert space is weakly lower semi-continuous ([22]) and the inequality 

(2.12), we have that 

[|u|] < Tim inf |]u(en)|] < lim sup ||u(en)|| < lle]. 

Thus 

lim |lu(e,)l| > lull in £(3). 

This, together with the fact that u(e,) weakly converges to u implies that 

lim u(€,) =u in L?(Z). 
TM—+ OO 

From the inequality (2.12) we deduce that u is the solution of problem (2.11). Since wu is 

unique and {e,,} is arbitrary, we conclude that 

lim u(e) > win L?(Z). 
e— 
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Finally we turn to the proof of the convergence of y(c) in L?(0,T; H1(Q)). Let 6, = y(e)—y. 

We have that 

145 24 B(5.,6) =< u— ule), be > 9 dt € €E9V“Es 9veE . 

Integrating this equality and using the same argument as we have used in the proof of 

Lemma 2.10, we obtain 

T 

[ Bl6..8) < Clu u©lliaa); 
where C is a constant. Thus 

T 

l|Sellz2(0,7;72(9)) < cf B(6_, 6) = C'|lu _— u(e)[|z2(5) — 0. 

The proof is complete. 0 

Remark 2.4. As we have pointed out in §1.2, if 7 = 0 , then (2.1) is always exactly 

controllable. Thus for 7 = 0, the optimal control u(¢) always converges to the exact control 

with minimum L? norm. 

Remark 2.5. If there exists a sequence {€,}?2., such that €, — 0 as k > oo and {u(ex)} 

is bounded, then we may use the technique in the proof Theorem 2.11 to prove that system 

(2.11) is exactly controllable. This implies if the system is not exactly controllable, then 

lim llu(e)[lz2¢2) = 00. 

2.5 Numerical Computation of Exact Controls 

If the system (2.1) is exactly controllable, then thanks to Theorem 2.11 we may find 

approximate solutions for exact controls by solving the optimal control problem (2.2) nu- 

merically for small e. 
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2.5.1. Galerkin approximation of the state equations. To start with, we consider, 

in the notation of §2.1, the state y given by 

(4,¢)+ BYy,d) = <u,d>, forde HQ), 
y(0,-) = v. 

Assume that we are given a family of subspaces H” of H1(Q). A Galerkin semi-discretization 

(2.16) 

of (2.16) is as follows: seek y,(t) € H” for each 0 < t < T such that 

(44% bn) + Blyn, Gn) = <u,dr>, for d, € H1(Q), 
(2.17) 

yn(0,-) = me H. 

(2.17) is a system of ordinary differential equations. 

The next step is to discretize in ¢t. Let us denote 

Y, = approximation of y, at nAt, 

u” = u(nAt) 

where At is the step size in t direction. There are various discretization schemes available. 

From a practical point of view the backward Euler and Crank-Nicolson schemes are two of 

the most popular ones. For the backward Euler scheme, one approximates (2.17) by 

(yf, fn) + AtB( yf, Gn) (yp, bn) +At< u”, Ph >, for Ph € H®, 

0 _ 
Yr — UVa 

II 

(2.18) 

for n = 1,2,...,N where NAt = T; For the Crank-Nicolson scheme, one approximates (2.17) 

by 

(yp, pr) + sAtB( yp, bn) = (yp —", bn) — LAtB(yp", gn) 

+At < u"t!/2 6, >, for dn € H", (2.19) 

yp = wp 

for n = 1,2,...,N where NAt = T and u"+1/2 = u((n + 1/2)At). We refer to [34] for a 

discussion of the error estimates of the above scheme. In our numerical experiments we 

shall use the Crank-Nicolson scheme. 
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2.5.2. Approximation of the optimal control problem. We consider the optimal 

control problem introduced in §2.1: Find u € L?(Z) such that 

J(u) = 5 [ wit) - ade + § [ w(t, 2)deat (2.20) 
2 Joa 2/5 

is minimized. 

We now introduce a family U, of the subspaces of L?(=) 

U, C L?(Z) 

where r denotes a discretization parameter. Of course we assume that U, approximates 

L?(X). The approximate state {yf.,} is then obtained by replacing urtt/2 in (2.19) by an 

approximation u? in U,. 

The approximate cost function is then defined by 

1 . € N n 
Tier (tr) a (ua -(2) — g)'de + At » lu, lIZ2(a): (2.21) 

2 Q 2 n=l 

The approximate control problem consists in minimizing Iii (ur) over U,. The above 

method is also called output least squares method. For convergence issues of the method, 

we refer to [2]. 

2.5.3. Numerical experiments: a finite element algorithm. 

Example 2.1. 

We consider the heat equation in 2 which is the interval (0,7) C R!. We take 

v=sin(z), g=e'sin(z), T=1. 

The weak formulation of (2.1) is 

6) + (Yes be) = Y(t, m)(1) _ Yr(t, 0)¢(0) for gE H*(Q), 
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y(0, 2) = sin(x) 

Let uo(t) = —yz(t, 0), u(t) = y(t, 7). Then u = (uo, uz) is our control function. So L?(Z) 

here is equivalent to L?(0,1) x L?(0,1). The system is exactly controllable since y(t, x) = 

e~'sin(x) is an exact solution of the parabolic equation problem. The corresponding exact 

control is u = (uo, v1) = (—Yyz(t, 0), y(t, r)) = (—e7*, —e7*). Define H” as 

H= {ve C0, 7]; Ul fe 0i43] € Pyh = 41 — 23,20 = 0,tn = 7}, 

that is, H” is the continuous piecewise linear function space on a uniform partition of (0,7). 

Also define U, = U;, C RN x RN as 

Un = {up = (Uh, Uh); Uh, UAltes.teaa] E Po, h = titi — ti, to = 0,tn = 1}. 

Here we have chosen At, h, r such that r = h = At = ¥- For the sake of notational 

convenience, we denote u®, u; by 

us (ul, ud, ..-, uty), 

up = (ut, ud, ..., UN): 

Let {}%, be the hat function basis in H”. Let also 

C and D are the so called mass matrix and stiffness matrix, respectively. Now we can write 

the Crank-Nicolson scheme (2.19) in the matrix form 

n 1 n 1 -1 1 n-1 n 

Notice that 

1, = 1, 
$i(0) = 

0, otherwise 
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and 

1, ifi=N, 
é;(1) 

0, otherwise. 

Thus g” is given by 

vw, ifi=1, 

G=Vu ifi=N, 

0, otherwise 

for i= 1,---,n. Let yy be the interpolant of 7 = e~!sin(z) in H”, 

N 
y=) vidi, 

i=1 

where y; = e~!sin(z;). Assume that the solution y? of (2.22) is given by 

N 
th = >_ Sidi. 

7=1 

The approximate cost function is then given by 

I(r) = Jalan) = 4 f (oh e)— ale yPae + ALS (a8)? + (8) 
- 

-5/ Us — yi)biPde + Sat S08} + (u})?) 

= (D(if-y,f-y)+ <At (ud)? + (u!)2) 
1=1 

where 

f = (fis fesfw), 

y = (%1,92,--yn)’- 

So essentially what we need to do is to find the minimizer of a quadratic function defined in 

RN x RN. We accomplish this part of the computation using an optimization code called 

“optimization 611” created by Gay ([13]). 
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We report the numerical results for cases N=10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and e=10—1, 10-7, 10-3, 

10-4 and 10~°. The L? errors of y,(T) from % are shown in Table 2.1. In Figure 2.1 and 

: 0 2.2 we plot the the approximate controls wu). 

Table 2.1: Convergence of y/¥ to yy 
  

  

  

h € lly — yrll || € lan = yrll 
0.10E+00 | 0.10E+00 | 0.10E+00 |) 0.33E-01 | 0.10E+00 | 0.10E+00 

0.10E+00 | 0.10E-01 | 0.15E-01 0.33E-01 | 0.10E-01 | 0.15E-01 

0.10E+00 | 0.10E-02 | 0.19E-02 0.33E-01 | 0.10E-02 | 0.21E-02 

0.10E+00 | 0.10E-03 | 0.27E-03 0.33E-01 | 0.10E-03 | 0.33E-03 

0.50E-01 | 0.10E+00 | 0.10E+00 || 0.25E-01 | 0.10E+00 | 0.10E+00 

0.50E-01 | 0.10E-01 | 0.15E-01 0.25E-01 | 0.10E-01 | 0.15E-01 

0.50E-01 | 0.10E-02 | 0.21E-02 0.25E-01 | 0.10E-02 | 0.21E-02 

0.50E-01 | 0.10E-03 | 0.32E-03 0.25E-01 | 0.10E-03 | 0.34E-03             
  

  

  

      
  

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Figure 2.1: The graph of u? for N = 20, **: € = 1071, 00: € = 1077, ++: € = 107%, xx: 
e= 10-4, —: e= 107°. 
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  o1 02 03 O04 05 06 O07 08 09 1 

Figure 2.2: The graph of u? for N = 40, **: € = 107!, 00: € = 107”, ++: € = 1079, xx: 

«= 10-4, —: «= 10°. 

2.5.4. Numerical experiments: regularization method. Table 2.1 shows the 

convergence of y;(€,7) to yy as € — 0. But we find out immediately from Figure 2.1 

and Figure 2.2 that the approximate controls do not converge, which is inconsistent with 

our theoretical analysis in §2.4. We believe that numerical instability of the optimization 

problem for small ¢ is the cause for this convergence failure. 

One remedy is to add a regularization term in the optimization functional. This treat- 

ment is also called the Tikhonov regularization method ([36]). More specifically, we consider 

the following modified optimal control problem 

1 . € 6, Ou Hu) = 5 [ (u(t) - odes § [ w(t, 2)dedt + Sisley 
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The corresponding discretization is given by 

Ih (ur) Bf —v,f— Vt §At Dina (Cue)? + (uz )”) 

5AL TIN ( (gt)? + (AEA) 
26At((4*)? + (keep (Hoty y (uate 2 
B(f —v,f—v) + +$At (ul)? + (u})?) 

+ 6 No((u? — ud)? + (u} — u}_,)?))/At 

+ 26((up — 1)? + (uy — EN)? + (ur + YY + (uy + e*)")/ At. 

+ 
+ 

(2.24) 

Example 2.2. 

In this example, all the data are the same as in Example 2.1; but we use (2.24) as the approx- 

imate optimization functional. We report numerical results for cases N = 10, 20, 30, 40 

and (e,6) = (1071,10-?), (10-7, 10-3), (10-,10-*) and (10-4,10-°). The L? errors of 

yn(T) from % are listed in Table 2.2. In Figure 2.3 we plot the approximate controls u® for 

N = 20 and the function —e~*. As we can see from Figure 2.3, the Tikhonov regularization 

method does give us convergent approximate controls. 

Remark 2.6. From Table 2.2 we can see that 

lly(e, T) ~ g| <€. 

By Remark 2.2, the system considered in this example satisfies the condition of Theorem 

2.8. 

Remark 2.7. It is interesting to notice from Figure 2.3 that the approximate controls 

actually converge to u(t) = (e7',—e7'), which is the the Neumann boundary value of 

solution y(t,z) = e~‘sin(z) of (2.1). By Theorem 2.11, u = (—e~‘,e~*) has minimum 

L?(X) norm among all the exact controls. 
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Table 2.2: Convergence of yy to yy 
  

  

  

  

      

h €(6 = ig) Iya’ = yrll 
0.10000E+00 | 0.69424E-01 

0.10000E-01 | 0.97533E-02 

0.10000E+00 | 0.10000E-02 | 0.11662E-02 

0.10000E-03 | 0.12403E-03 

0.10000E-04 | 0.16334E-04 

0.10000E+00 | 0.70642E-01 

0.10000E-01 | 0.10348E-01 

0.33333E-01 | 0.10000E-02 | 0.13808E-02 

0.10000E-03 | 0.18258E-03 

0.10000E-04 | 0.27712E-04 

0.10000E+00 | 0.70721E-01 

0.10000E-01 | 0.10395E-01 

0.20000E-01 | 0.10000E-02 | 0.13993E-02 

0.10000E-03 | 0.19024E-03 

0.10000E-04 | 0.30347E-04 
  

  

  

  

  

  -1 L. 1 1 L } 1 1 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Figure 2.3: The graph of u? for N = 20, -: (€,6) = (1071, 1072), +4: (€,6) = (107%, 107°), 
xx: (€,6) = (1079, 10-4), **: (€,6) = (1074, 107°). 00: —e* 
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Example 2.3. 

In this example we consider the zero controllability problem for system (2.1). All the 

data are the same as in Example 2.1 except that 9 = 0 and 2 = (0,1). As we have 

pointed out in Remark 2.4, the system is always controllable in this case. Numerical results 

are obtained for N = 20, (e,6) = (107%, 10-*),(10-4,107°). The L? norms of y,(T) are 

listed in Table 2.3. In Figure 2.4 we plot the the approximate controls ub for N = 20, 

(e,6) = (1073, 10-4), (10-4, 10-°). In Figure 2.4 we plot the graph of y;(t, x) for (€,6) = 

(10-4, 107°). 

Table 2.3: The L? norms of y¥ 

h € lyn’ — yrll 
0.50E-01 | 0.10E-03 | 0.16E-02 

0.50E-01 | 0.10E-04 | 0.84E-03 

  

  

        
  

  

0.8F 

0.6F 

0.4F 

0.27 

    
  

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Figure 2.4: The graph of u® for N = 20, **: (€,6) = (10-3, 10~4), 00: (€,6) = (1074, 107°). 
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y(t.x) 

  

  

Figure 2.5: The graph of the approximate state yp,(t, z) for N = 20 and (€,6) = (10~°, 107°). 

Example 2.4. 

In this example we consider a system that is not exactly controllable. Here we choose ¥ as 

; L, if0<2< 0.5, 
y(z) = 

l-2z, if0.56<2¢<1. 

According to Remark 2.5, if a system is not exactly controllable, then 

lim ||u(e)|[z2~2) = 00. 

In the numerical computation we use the optimization functional (2.24). In Figure 2.5, 

we plot the graphs of the approximate controls for N = 20 and (¢,6) = (1071, 1077), 

(10-7, 10-3, (10-3, 10-4), (10-4,10-°). As we can see from the graphs, the behavior of 

the approximate controls does agree with our theoretical analysis and we conclude that the 

system is indeed not exactly controllable. 
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25 T T F F T T T T F 

  

        
Figure 2.6: The graph of u? forN=20, -: (¢,6) = (1071, 1077), xx: (€,6) = (107?, 1073), 
+4: (€,6) = (1073, 1074), **: (€,6) = (10-4, 10—°), 00: (€,6) = (107°, 1078). 
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Chapter 3 

A Finite Element Method for Boundary 

Controllability Problems for Parabolic Equations 

3.1 Statement of the Problem and Notation 

We consider a control system where evolution in time is described by a function y = 

y(t,z) defined in0<t<T,0< 2 <1 that satisfies the parabolic equation 

Ly(t, rz) = (0; — Org + 20, )y(t, xz) = f(t,z), O<t<T,O0<a<1 (3.1) 

and the boundary conditions 

y(t,0) = v(t), y(t, l)= v(t), O<t<T. (3.2) 

The real valued functions vg and v, are interpreted as boundary control functions. If we 

are given an initial state 

y(0,z) = yo(z) € L?(0, 1] (3.3) 

then for f, vp, v; and yo in appropriate function spaces the mixed initial-boundary value 

problem (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) has a unique solution y(t,z) in0<t<T,0< 2 <1 such that 

([23]) 

SH.) 24) € 11041 
for t > 0. According to Definition 1.1, the exact zero boundary controllability problem for 

the system (3.1), (3.2) can be formulated as follows. Let an initial condition (3.3) and a 
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terminal condition 

y(T, rz) =0 (3.4) 

be given. We ask: do there exist controls vg, v, in certain function spaces such that the 

solution of (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) also satisfies (3.4)? 

As we have pointed out in both Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, the answer for the above 

question is positive. In this chapter we study a numerical method of solving this problem. 

The method is based on a constructive proof of the existence of exact controls by Fursikov 

and Immanulov [11]. In their approach the problem is reduced to solving the following 

fourth order hypoelliptic equation 

[*cLp(t,z) = folt,z), O<t<T, O0O<2<1, (3.5) 

with boundary conditions 

p(t, ©)|2—0,1 = Pelt, 2)|r-01 = 9, O<t<T, (3.6) 

cL p(t, z)|:<0 = cLp(t,z)|ts-7 = 0, O<r<l (3.7) 

where c = c(t, z) is a weight function that will be specified in the following sections. Once p 

is solved from (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), the state y and the controls vp and v; are obtained through 

y= y1 + cL*p (3.8) 

vo = y(-,0), v1 = y(-,1) 

where y; is a function obtained by solving a heat equation problem. 

We shall present a finite element method for obtaining numerical solutions for the prob- 

lem (3.5)-(3.7) thus obtaining numerical approximations to the state y and controls v9 and 

v, through (3.8). In §3.2 we study a simplified model in which we assume that the initial 

data yo vanishes in (3.3). The general case is discussed in §3.3. 
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We close this section by introducing some notation that will be used in the sequel. Let 

Q = [0,1], Q = [0,T] x 2. H*(Q), H*(Q) denote the Sobolev spaces of order s defined on 

Q and Q, respectively. Define Sobolev spaces 

2 2 r 1(0,7; H°(9)) = {y € 1°(Q); | llallir-yayat < 00} 

with the norm 

T 
lly ll z2(0,7;44(2)) =| llyllzreqay at 

and 

H™(0,T; L>()) = {y € L?(Q); Ory, «.., Py € L7(Q)} 

with the norm 

lIyllmco.r:22(a) = >. AL yllz2q)- 
7=0 

Also define 

H™*(Q) = 1°(0,T; H°(Q))0 H™(0,T; LQ) 

which is a Hilbert space with the norm 

lyllz=.s(g) = Ilyllz2¢,7.42(9)) + Ilyllam(o,7;22(9))- 

We refer to [23] for a discussion of the space H™*(Q). 

3.2 Homogeneous Initial Conditions 

3.2.1. Reduction to A Hypoelliptic Equation Problem. In this section we assume 

that the initial data yo = 0. Thus the exact controllability problem is equivalent to the 

following problem: Solve for y from 

Ly(t,e) = f(t,z), (1,2) €Q, (3.9) 
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y(t, r)\+-0 = y(t, r)\s—7 = 0, re 2. (3.10) 

The solution of problem (3.9)-(3.10) may not be unique. Thus we consider the following 

extremal problem 

1 
J(y) = sf y(t, x)drdt — inf (3.11) 

Q 

on the set of functions y satisfying (3.9), (3.10). Using the standard Lagrange multiplier 

argument, we can derive 

Proposition 3.1 (/11]) the optimality system for problem (3.11) is given by 

L*p(t,z) = y(t,z), (t,2) €Q, (3.12) 

P(t, ©)|2=0,1 = Pr(t,2)|e=01 = 0, O<t<T, (3.13) 

y satisfies (3.9), (3.10). (3.14) 

Applying operator L on (3.12) and taking into account (3.13)-(3.14), we obtain 

LL*p(t,z)= f(t,z), (t,2)€Q, (3.15) 

p(t, 2)l2-0,1 = Pe(t,2)|2-01 =0, O<t<T, (3.16) 

[* p(t, z)|t=0 = L* p(t, z)\ta7 = 0, TEN. (3.17) 

Note that (3.15) is a special case of (3.5) with c = 1. 

Proposition 3.2 p is a solution of the optimality system (3.12)-(3.14) tf and only if p is 

a solution of problem (3.15)-(2.17). 
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Proof: The proof is straightforward and we omit it. O 

The operator LL* is a fourth order differential operator. It belongs to a class of the so 

called hypoelliptic differential operators. We refer to [16] for a discussion of such operators. 

Suppose that the solution of problem (3.15)-(3.17) exists. Then we can find the exact 

boundary control through the following procedure. 

1. Solve for p from (3.15)-(3.17); 

2. Find the state: y = L*p; 

3. Find the exact zero boundary control: vo(t) = y(t, 0), w1(¢) = y(¢, 1). 

3.2.2 Existence of exact boundary controls. Define 

® = {¢ € L’(Q);||L*4]| < 00, d|2=0,1 = bzle=0,1 = O}. (3.18) 

Here and in the following || - || denotes the usual norm in L?(Q). 

Proposition 3.3 © is a Hilbert space with the inner product defined by 

< p,q >= (L*p, [*q). (3.19) 

Proof: We only need to prove that (3.19) defines an inner product in ®. Assume that 

< p,p >= 0. Then by an a priori estimate in [11], we have that 

[<F* (Op? + (doa)? + (Bp)? + P?)dedt 
+ | (dap(r,2)" + p(r,2))e T=7F de < C [ (utp)deat =0, 0<7T<T. (3.20) 

Hence p = 0. Obviously < -,- > satisfies the other properties of an inner product. O 

The weak formulation of problem (3.15)-(3.17) is defined as follows: seek p € ® such 

that 

(L*p, L"¢) = (f,¢), Vee ®. (3.21) 
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p is called a generalized solution of problem (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) if it satisfies (3.21). The 

following theorem follows from Lax-Milgram theorem. 

Theorem 3.4 (/11]) Let f € &*. Then there exists a unique generalized solution p € ® of 

problem (3.15), (3.16), (3.17). Also p € H*4(Q) for any smooth subdomain Q of Q. O 

Using (3.8) and the trace theorem, we have 

Theorem 3.5 There ezist vp,v, € L*(0,T), y € H'*(Q) that satisfy (3.1)-(3.4). Aslo if 

p€ H*(Q), then y € H?4(Q) and vv € H2(0,T]. 0 

From (3.20) we can see that if f € L?(Q) vanishes in a neighborhood of t = T, Tp < t < 

T, then f € *. In fact, if f satisfies such condition then we have, for p € ®, that 

|f fodzat| = |f at | fodz| 
Q [0,70] Q 

_—*K 1 
C | | ~ (=) n*dadt)2 IF llz2¢@y 6 0.7 oe p’drdt) 

Cliflzaqqy( fe F pPdeat)# 
Q 

lA
 

IA
 

IA
 

C|lfllz2(ayl|L*pllz2cq) = Cllfllz2(ayllplle 

Thus f € ®*. 

3.3.3. Finite element approximations. Let ©" (h > 0) be finite dimensional 

subspaces of ®. Finite element approximations of (3.21) are defined as follows: seek pp, € ©” 

such that 

(L*p;,, L* $n) = (f, Gn), Von € oO”. (3.22) 

The approximations yp, v%, and v? to y, v9, and vj, respectively, are defined by 

h h 
yn = L* phy Vo = Yrle=o, Vt = Yhir=i- 
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We assume the approximation property on ®*: For q € H**(Q), k > r > O, there exists 

gn € ©" such that 
r 

s- h'-"|lq _ gall ei.24(Q) < Ch*~ |Iql|rs.2%(Q)- (3.23) 

1=0 

Also assume that the following inverse inequality holds in 6°: 

IlPallar(qy < Ch |I¢all| (3.24) 

for r > 0, d, € ®. 

Theorem 3.6 Let p be the solution of (3.21) and pp, be the solution of (3.22). Assume that 

p € HF+12(k4+1)(G) fork > 0. Then 

lly — Al < ChA |p| ppe41,20641)(Q)s (3.25) 

1_¢ llvo — vB llz2(ay < ChE 2 [pl pre ts.2e+0(Q); (3.26) 

1_ 

lor — vf llz2¢ay < Ch*~2~*|[ pl] zqe43.206419(Q) (3.27) 

where € > 0. 

Proof: From (3.21) we have that 

(L*p, Lun) =(f.vn), Von € ®". 

Subtracting (3.22) from the above equality, we have that 

(L*(p — pr), L*n) =0, Von € ®". 

Thus 

|L"p— L*pall’ = (L"(p— pr), L*(p — pa)) 

= (L*(p-— pn), L*(p— vn)) 

< |[L*p— L*pa||||L*p — L*vpl|, Von € 6". 
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Hence 

||L*p — L*pp|| < inf. ||L*p — L*v,|| 
vREoh 

or 

lly— yall < inf, [L"p— L*vpl. 
un Eo? 

By the approximation property (3.23) we obtain 

lly — yall S CA Pll zpe+1.2ce4n 

This proves (3.25). 

We now turn “o the proof of (3.26) and (3.27). From the inverse inequality (3.24) we 

have that for ¢;, € 6” 

ly — yallar(qgy < lly — ballzr(ay + lléa — yallarca) 

lA
 

lly — dallar(qy + Ch lon — yall 

lA
 lly — dallar(qy + Ch" (lon — yll + lly — vall)- 

Using (3.23) and (3.25) we obtain 

lly Yallar(qy SC ink (lly — dallae(qy + 2" llen — all) + Ch Ily — gall 
h 

IA
 

Chk-" [Pll zre+1,20441)(Q) 

Letting r = 4 +e and using the trace theorem, we have that 

h —i_ 
|v — %||22(0,7) <Clly—- Yrlld+gy < Ch*-2 “|[pllae+s.2ce41(Q); 

—_1i_ lor — oF ln2p0,7y < Clly — wall paseo) S Ch? Ulless20040(Q): 2t*(Q) 

The proof is complete. 0 
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3.2.4. Numerical experiments. 

Example 3.1. In this example we compute the numerical solutions for the problem 

(3.1)-(3.4) with T = 1, y = 0 and f = LL*p where 

104¢4(0.8 — t)4(1— x)? sin? x, if t < 0.8, 
p(t, rz) = 

0 otherwise. 

using finite element methods. The boundary conditions (3.16) are treated as essential 

boundary conditions and (3.17) are treated as natural boundary conditions. The finite 

element subspaces ®* are constructed as follows 

o' = Lech 

where 

Li = {v € C[0,T]; ep, ti1] € Pisk = tiga — ti, to = 0,t, = TH, 

ch = {v E c"[0, 1); Yl fwi,041] E P3,h = @j41 — %i,%9 = 0,2 = 1}. 

We have, by the standard approximation theory of finite element spaces ((27]), that for 

q € H*4(Q), there exists gq, € 6", such that 

h~*\lq — gall + lla — aallas.2(qy < Allallz24(qy; 

that is (3.23) is valid for k = 1. Hence we expect the first order convergence of y, to 

y according to (3.25). Figure 3.1 displays the graph of vw = y(-,0) = L*p(-,0) and the 

graph vt = yp(-,0) = L*pp(-,0) for the indicated h. Figure 3.2 displays the graph of 

v1 = y(-,1) = L*p(-,1) and the graph of v? = yp(-,1) = L*pp(-,1). Table 3.1 lists the Le 

errors of the approximations of p, to p and y, to y. The rate of convergence of y, to y 

esitmated by linear regression is 0.9875, which matches our theoretical error estimate. 
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Table 3.1: L? Errors 
  

\IPa — Pill lyn — yl 
  

1/9 
1/19 
1/29 
1/39 
1/49 
1/59     

0.19D-02 

0.34D-03 

0.14D-03 

0.74D-04 

0.47D-04 

0.32D-04   

0.25D+00 

0.12D+00 

0.79D-01 

0.59D-01 

0.47D-01 

0.39D-01   
  

  

  

  

  

Figure 3.1: The graphs of vp and vé for h = 1/9, 1/29, 1/39, 1/59. 
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Figure 3.2: The graphs of 1 and v}' for h = 1/9, 1/29, 1/39, 1/59 

Example 3.2. In this example the problem is the same as in Example 3.1. But the 

finite element spazes ©" are chosen as ®” = C} @ C* (Bogner-Fox-Schmit element). Again 

using the standard approximation theory on finite element spaces we have that (3.23) is 

valid for k = 2. H2nce we expect the second order convergence of y, to y and nearly 3 order 

convergence of v;, to v. Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2 provide the information similar 

to that of Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1, respectively. The rate of convergence of yp, 

to y esitmated by linear regression is 1.9918, which matches our theoretical error estimate. 
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Ta ble 3.2: Z? Errors 
  

llpn — Pil lyn = yll 
  

1/9 
1/19 
1/29 
1/39 
1/49 
1/59     

0.80D-04 

0.57D-05 

0.11D-05 

0.39D-06 

0.16D-06 

0.82D-07   

0.33D-01 

0.76D-02 

0.32D-02 

0.18D-02 

0.11D-02 

0.80D-03     

  

  

  

  
  

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Figure &.3: The graphs of vp and vi for h = 1/9, 1/19, 1/29, 1/39, 1/49. 
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Figure 3.4: The graphs of 1; and vf for h = 1/9,1/19, 1/29, 1/39, 1/49. 

Example 3.3. In this example we solve problem (3.1)-(3.4) with yo = 0, T = 1 and 

f(t, 2) = 100 sin(t.r)(1 —t)?(14+ 2?) for0 <t<T,0< 2 <1 using a finite element method. 

The finite element space is the same as in Example 3.1. The exact solution is not available 

in this example. ‘igure 3.5 displays the graphs of ||pa(t, -)||z2[0,1] and Figure 3.6 displays 

the graphs of ||ya(¢, -)||z2I0,11- 

Remark 3.1. For the solution of (3.15)-(3.17) to exist, f has to be an element of 6* 

where @ is defined by (3.18). It is easy to verify, using (3.20), that f € ®* if f € L7(Q) 

vanishes in a neighborhood of t = T. But in general it is difficult to check if a function 

belongs to ®*. This example shows that for a fairly general function f the solution of 

problem (3.15)-(3.17) may still exist. 
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Figure 3.6: The graphs of ||y,(t, -)|| for h = 1/10, 1/15, 1/20, 1/30, 1/50, 1/70. 
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3.3. Inhomogeneous Initial Conditions 

3.3.1. Reduction to homogeneous initial conditions 

Let y(t¢,2) be the solution of the problem (3.1)-(3.3) with vo = v, = 0. Assume that 

yo € Hd(Q), where H4(Q) is defined by 

Ho(Q) = {w € H'(2); wlan = 0}. 

Then y belongs to H'*(Q) ([23]). Let y(t) € C*[0, T] such that y(t) = 1 for t € (0,t,) and 

y(t) = 0 for t € (t2,T) for 0 < ty < tg < T. Let 

y(t, zr) = x(t, x p(t) (3.28) 

and 

fo(t,z) = —Ly(t,z) + f(t,z). (3.29) 

Let 

w(t, 2) = y(t, x) — y(t, 2). (3.30) 

Proposition 3.7 A function y € L?(Q) is a solution of the problem (3.1)-(3.4) if and only 

if the function w defined in (3.30) satisfies 

Lw(t,c)= fo(t,z), (t,2)€Q, (3.31) 

w(t, z)|t<0 = w(t, e)iav7 = 0, EN. (3.32) 

Thus with transform (3.28) we have reduced the problem to a problem with homogeneous 

initial condition. 
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3.3.2. Further reduction to an optimization problem. Similar to §3.2, we consider 

the following extr2mal problem 

min J(w) = of w(t, «)dxdt 
Q 

(3.33) 

on the set of functions w satisfying (3.31), (3.32). Using the standard Lagrange multiplier 

argument, we obtain the following result 

Proposition 3.8 The optimality system for the problem (3.83) is given by 

L*p(t,x)=w(t,x), (t,2)€Q, 

p(t, t)|2=0,1 = pz(t, t)|z=0,1 = 0, 0 < t < T, 

w satisfies (3.31), (3.32). 

Applying operator LZ on (3.34) and taking into account (3.31), we obtain 

LL*p(t,) = fo(t,x), (t,2) €Q, 

[* p(t, z)|t20 = L*p(t,z)\lt=er = 0, 2 EQ. 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

Notice that (3.37) is a special case of (3.5) with c = 1. Similar to Proposition 3.2, we have 

the following result. 

Proposition 3.9 p is a solution of the optimality system (3.34)-(3.36) if and only if p is 

a solution of problem (3.87)-(3.89). 
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3.3.3. Existence: of boundary controls. Recall that the Hilbert space ® is defined by 

& = {¢ € LQ); |Z" ¢]| < OO, ble=0,1 = bz|z=0,1 = O}. (3.40) 

The weak formulation of problem (3.37)-(3.39) is then defined as follows: seek p € ® such 

that 

(L*p, L"¢) = (fo,d), Woe ®. (3.41) 

p is called a generalized solution of problem (3.37), (3.38), (3.39) if it satisfies (3.41). The 

following theorem follows from the Lax-Milgram theorem. 

Theorem 3.10 let f € &* and yo € L7(0,1). Then there exists a unique generalized 

solution p € © oj the problem (3.37), (3.38), (3.39). Also p € H*4(Q) for any smooth 

subdomain Q of G. O 

From (3.30), we have 

Theorem 3.11 ‘"here exist functions vp,v, € L*(0,T), y € H!?(Q) that satisfy (3.1), 

(3.2), (3.3), (3.4). Also if p € H**(Q), yo € H*(Q), then y € H*4(Q) and uv, € 

H2(0,T]. 

3.3.4. Finite elment approximation. Recall that fo = —L(yx) +f in (3.41) where x is 

the solution of the problem (3.1)-(3.3) with vo(¢) = v1(t) = 0. So to solve for p numerically 

from (3.41) x has to be solved for numerically first. Let ®” be the same as in §3.2.3 with 

the properties (3.23) and (3.24) and let 5” C H}(0,1) bea finite dimensional subspace with 

the following property: for u € H*(0,1), there exists u, € S* such that 

|| — wallerreoay < Ch* [lull z«(0,1): 
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Also assume that the following inverse property holds in S he 

l|Wallar(o1y < CR" |[tall Ven € St. 

The finite element approximation of problem (3.41) is defined as follows: seek y, € S”, 

pr € ©* such that 

(Xn Vn) + (Orxhs Orb) + (0eXhs Vn) =0, Vo, € 5”, (3.42) 

xn(0,-) = Payo, (3.43) 

(L* pp, L* bn) = —(L(9xn), on) + (f,¢n) Von € ©", (3.44) 

where P, is the L” projection from H1(0,1) to $*. The approximations y;,, v? and vf to y, 

vo and v1, respectively, are then defined as 

_ a. h h_ 
Yh = L* pr + 9Xh, VO = Yale=os VY = Yhle=t- 

Theorem 3.12 Assume that yo € H*(0,1), p € H*+12(k+1)(Q). Then there exists a con- 

stant C, independent of h, such that 

lly — yall < Ch* (Ill pre+s.2ce40(Q) + [Ixllare2*(Q) + Il¥ollz* ay) (3.45) 

de 
[leo — ve llz2¢ay < Ch*-2~*(([pllepets.cce4ay(qy + [Ixllae2*(Q) + llyollz#(a))> (3.46) 

_1_, 
lon — eT linea) S$ Ch*72-*([[pllegets.2cetay(gy + [xlla*2%(Qy + Ilyollz(ay) (3.47) 

where 4 >e>0. 

Before proving the theorem, we state the following lemma which is an immediate conse- 

quence of Theorem 3.6. 
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Lemma 3.13 Let w = L*p and wy = L*p; where pj, satisfies 

(L*p;,, L* op) = (fo; on), Von € o", (3.48) 

Then 

|| w _— w; || < CAF || || pre41,20641) - (3.49) 

The proof of Theorem 3.12. Let w, = L*p,. Subtracting (3.48) from (3.44) and 

integrating by parts, we have that 

(L*(ph ~ Ph) Ldn) = (9(Xh — X), L* bn) + (Yo — Xa(0,-), Ga(9, -)) r2(a) 

for all d, € ®*. Choosing d_ = pp — py we obtain 

lle ~ wyl|? (A(x _ Xh)s Wh — wp) + (Yo — xn(0, ‘); pr(0, ‘) _ p,,(0, -))12(9) 

IA
 Cllx — xallllwa — wall + [lyo — xx, )Ilz2¢ayllpn(O, -) — 7.(0, -)Ilz2¢a)- 

From the a priori estimate (3.20) we have that 

llpn(0, +) — p,(0, -)ilz.¢ay < Cllwa — w§l. 

Hence 

Iwan — will? < C(x — xall + Ilyo — xn(0,-)Ilzo(ay )llwn — wl. 

Thus 

[wn — wall < C(x — xall + Ilyo — xa(0, -JIlz¢a))- 

From the error estimates of the standard Galerkin approximations of parabolic equations 

([34]), we have that 

[|wn — wall < Ch*(|Ix\Lzr#.2%(Q) + ||Yollz*(a))- 
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Thus using Lemma 3.13 we obtain 

lly- gall — < MOOx — XadI + [lw — wall 

< Cllx — xall + [lw — wall + [lea — wall 

< Ch*(|lpl| peta.ace+0 gy + IIx ll*2*(Q) + llyollar*(ay)- 

This proves (3.45'. We now turn to the proof of (3.46) and (3.47). For r > 0 we have that, 

ly — yallar(qy < lw — wallar(ay + Cllx — xallarcay- 

From the inverse inequality (3.24) we have that for ¢, € ®* 

lw — wallae(qy <_ llw — dalla-(ay + lion — walle) 

lA
 lw — dallar(qy + CA [Ibn — wal 

< |lw— gallurqy + Ch (loa — w|| + [lw — wall). 

Thus by (3.41) and the proof of (3.45) we have that 

lA
 wo — wallie(ay SC int (lw — dalla) + Allon — wll) + Ch" |jw — wl 

< ChE"(|lpll zre+1.20640(Q) + Ilxllzre2% + Ilyollzrecay)- 

Similarly we have the estimate 

k- 

IIx Xallar(qy < Ch "Ix lla.2*(Q)- 

Hence 

lly — uallirr(qy < Ch (plleets.cce4sy(Qy + IIxIlz%2% + Ilyoll z*(a))- 

Letting r = 5 +e and using the trace theorem, we have that 

    

_1l_, 
y- Yall bteg) S Che 2 (lpllgess2ce42)(Q) +x ll #2 (Q) + Ilxlle2*(Q)), 

h , 
l|eo— 9 || z2[0,7] < C b+egy S 
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n =o 
||Po— 9 || 210,71 < lly dall d+) < Ch*~2-“(|lpll zre4.20642)(Q)+ILxllare2e(Q)+11XIl #28 (Q))- 

The proof is complete O. 

3.3.5. Numerical experiments. 

Example 4.4. In this example we solve the problem (3.1)-(3.4) with T = 1, f = 0 and 

yo(z) = sin(zx). We first construct a function y as 

1, if t > 0.1, 

p(t) = 4 Gotre ory sin) if 0.1 <t< 0.9,   

0; otherwise. 

Following the theory of §§3.3.1-3.3.3, the solution y of (3.1)-(3.4) can be written as 

y=—L"pt+ ox, 

where p satisfies :3.37)-(3.39) and x is the solution of (3.1)-(3.3) with vo(t) = u(t) = 0 

which is given exactly by y(t, x) = enn t sin(7z). The finite element approximation p; to p 

is obtained by solving (3.42)-(3.44). For finite element spaces we choose 6" = L? x C* and 

S* = L®. We solve for x, in (3.42)-(3.43) using the backward Euler method in ¢ direction. 

Once we find x, znd pp, the approximation y; of y is then given by 

Yn = —L" pn + 9xn- 

Figure 3.7 displays the graph of ||ya(t, -)||z2[0,1)- Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 display the graph 

of ui(t) = ya(t,0) and the graph of v}(t) = yn(t, 1), respectively, for h = 1/80. 
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Figure 3.7: The graph of y;,(t,-) for h = 1/80. 
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Figure 3.8: The graph of v? for h = 1/80. 
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Figure 3.9: The graph of v? for h = 1/80. 
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3.3.6. The weight function c(t, z) = e(?-?. Here instead of (3.33), we consider the 

following extremal problem 

J(w) = / c(t, 2) w(t, x dxdt —> inf (3.50) 
Q 

on the set of functions w satisfying (3.9), (3.10). Here c(t, xz) = e@- and sisa sufficiently 

large number. Analogous to §3.2 and §3.3, the optimality system for problem (3.50) is given 

  

by 

cL*p(t,z) = w(t,z), (t,x) €Q, (3.51) 

P(t, 2)|2=0,1 = Pe(t, 22-01 =0, O<t<T, (3.52) 

w satisfies (3.31), (3.32). (3.53) 

p is a solution of the optimality system (3.2)-(3.4) if and only if p is a solution of the 

following problem 

I*cLp(t,2) = folt,x), (t,2) € Q, (3.54) 

p(t, r)|c-0,1 = Pr(t,z)le-01 =9, O<t<T, (3.55) 

cL*p(t,z)|:x0 = cL" p(t, e)lt=z7 = 0, 2 EN. (3.56) 

The solution y of »sroblem (3.1)-(3.4) is then obtained through 

y=cL*pty=wtn 

where y, is given by (3.28). We set 

6.={fe HQ); f e(t,2)(L*sPavat < oo}. 

p is said to be a generalized solution of problem (3.54)-(3.56) if it satisfies 

(eC!) E*p, L*z) = (fo,z) Vz € Be. 

The next two theorems can be found in [10]. 
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Theorem 3.14 There exists a unique generalized solution p € ®, of problem (3.54)-(3.56). 

Also there exists a constant C such that 

|Z*pllz2(ay < Cllefollz2(a), O<t<T. 

Oo 

Theorem 3.15 There exist a function y € H1'*(Q) and controls vp,v, € L*[0,T] that 

satisfy (3.1)-(3.4). Also there exists a constant C’ such that 

lly(t, )lz2(2) < Ce T= , O<t<T. 

From the above theorem we see that the exponential weight function makes it possible 

to obtain an expcnential rate of approach of y to the terminal state y(T,z) = 0. On the 

other hand our numerical experiments and the a priori estimate in [11] indicate that the 

solution p of the problem (3.54)-(3.56) may blow up as ¢ approaches the terminal time T. 

To circumvent this flaw of the model, we introduce the transformation 

q(t,z) =e *xT-? p(t, zr). (3.57) 

Substituting (3.57) into (3.54), (3.55), (3.56) we obtain 

_—s 8 S 
2(T-t)? — 0.7. —- = or ————_ 5 = 3 5 5 5 . € (O; — 0, (T ys (ot + Orr + (Tt Jo(t,x) = fo(t,z), (t,7) EQ, (3.58) 

q(t, ©)|2=0,1 = Qz(t, t)|r=0,1 =0, 0<t< T, (3.59) 

-—s $ 
e 2(T—t)? (O% + Orr + (T _ t)3 Ja(t, r)\+=0,T = 0, rE Q. (3.60) 

Then in terms of 7, w = —cL*p is written as 

w(t, 2) = € XPT (8, + Ogg + Tops at ). 
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We report here a numerical example of solving problem (3.58)-(3.60) using a finite 

element method. The problem is the same as in Example 1. Finite element spaces ©” are 

chosen as ®” = [? x C*. For a finite element approximation we seek q, € ®* such that 

(1 - ps 41 (A — Ore — —~—.)(e0=¥F 4)) = (frdn) Von € 0", ((O% — Ore ~~ (1 _ t)3 

Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13 display the graphs of ||qn(¢,-)||, ||ya(¢, -)|I, 

ve(t), and vf(t), sespectively, for h = 1/9,1/19,1/29, 1/39. We can see that q;,(t, 2) does 

not blow up as ¢t approaches to T = 1. 

  0.07 T rm | ¥ | ¥ Oe T OD 

0.06+ 

0.05 

0.04; 

0.037 

0.02¢ 

0.01+     
  

0.9 1 

  

Figure 3.10: The graphs of ||qn(t, -)|| for A = 1/9, 1/19, 1/29, 1/39. 
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0.9 1 

Figure 3.11: The graphs of ||y;(¢,-)|] for h = 1/9, 1/19, 1/29, 1/39. 
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Figure 3.12: The graphs of v#(t) for h = 1/9, 1/19, 1/29, 1/39. 
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Figure 3.13: The graphs of v}(t) for h = 1/9, 1/19, 1/29, 1/39 
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Chapter 4 

A Numerical Scheme for the Exact Zero 

Boundary Controllability Problem for Burger’s 

Equations 

4.1 The Statement of the Problem 

We consider Burger’s equation 

AY — Orey + Ony? = f, in (0,T) x (0,1) (4.1) 

with the initial and boundary conditions 

y(0,z)=yo, O<a<l, (4.2) 

y(t,0) = v(t), y(t, 1) = n(t), O<t<T. (4.3) 

The exact zero boundary controllability problem is to seek vo, v; in (4.3) such that the 

solution y of (4.1)-(4.3) also satisfies 

y(T,r)=0, O0<a<l. (4.4) 

4.2 The Continuous Problem 

4.2.1. The linearized problem. To study the exact controllability problem (4.1)- 

(4.4) we first consider the following linearized problem. Let z, f be given. We seek vo, v4 
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such that the unique solution y of the problem 

L(z)y = Oy — Orey + Oe(zy) = f, in (0,T) x (0,1), 

y(0,z)=0, O0<2<1, 

y(t, 0) = v(t), y(t, 1) = m(t), O<t<T 

also satisfies 

y(T,2)=0, O0<a<l. 

Denote Q = (0,T° x (0,1). Define 

6, = {g € L*(Q);||L*(z)glln(qy < o}- 

It is a Hilbert space with the inner product defined as 

<p,q>= [ wpt*adedt 

In the following we state two propositions proved in [11]. 

Proposition 4.1 (/11]) Let w € L?(Q) satisfy the relations 

Lw = f, 

wlit-o = 0. 

Then the followina estimate for w holds. 

_—_1i_ 
fe (T—1)2 (w? + Ow? + O,w? + Or,w*)dadt <r(1+ llzll#3.2(@y IF llZ2¢) 

where r is a monotonically continuous function. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Proposition 4.2 (/11]) Let z € L*(Q), f € ®*. Then there exists a solution y € H!?(Q) 

of problem (4.5)-(4.8). Besides the map 0: z — y is compact from W(Q) to itself. 
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4.2.2. The existence of exact boundary controls for the Burger’s equations. 

Theorem 4.3 If f € 6* and ||f\|r2(q) 1s sufficiently small, then there exist controls vp, 

v, € C[0,T] such that the solution y of (4.1)-(4.3) belongs to W,” and satisfies (4.4). 

The sketch of the proof (see [11] for the details). For a function 6 € H'?(Q), we consider 

the mapping 0: 6 > w where w satisfies 

~p = Lp, 

L(6)L*(6)p = f, 

L*(6)p|+=0 = L*(6)p| iar tI oO
 

Ple=0,1 = Prle-01 = 0. 

By Proposition 4.2 6 is a compact operator from H'?(Q) to itself. Also by Proposition 2.1 

we have that 

9 )ilw22 S71 + [5,22 @y Ill fllzzc@y- 

Hence for || f|| sufliciently small, the operator 6 maps the unit ball 

By = {65 I6llys2 <0 
into itself. Hence by Shauder fixed point theorem there exists ~ € B, such that 

p = Op). 

This function is the solution of problem (4.1)-(4.4).0 

The solution of problem (4.1)-(4.4) may not be unique. In the following we show that 

the solution obtained in the above proof has the minimum L? norm among all the solutions. 

We consider the minimization problem 

inf iw) = [ w*dadt. (4.12) 
w satis fies(4.1),(4.2),(4.4) Q 
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Theorem 4.4 Tne optimality system of problem (4.12) is given by 

O:p + Orr _ wOrp = UW, (4.13) 

Pr=0,1 = Pr|z=0,1 = 9, (4.14) 

w satisfies (4.1), (4.2), (4.4). (4.15) 

We refer to [17] fcr a rigorous proof of the theorem. In the following we show that the first 

variation of J is zero at w if w satisfies (4.13)-(4.15). From (4.12) we have that 

J'(w)éw = 2/ wow. 
Q 

Since w satisfies (4.13), we have that 

J'(w)éw = 2 | (O:p + Orep — wO,p)6wdadt. (4.16) 
Q 

But éw satisfies 

0,6w — Orz6w + 0,(wbw) = 0, 

éwlt = 0 = éwitar = 0. 

Integrating by parts on (4.16) we have that 

T T 

J'(w)bw = 2 | [rte(t, 1)6w(t, 1) — po(t,0)6w(t, 0)|dt — | (pw6w(t, 1) — (pwéw(t,0)dt] = 0. 
0 0 

O 

Theorem 4.5 The solution obtained in the proof of Theorem 4.3 is a solution of the opti- 

mality system (4.:3)-(4.15) for problem (4.12). 

Proof: Let y” = 0(y"!) where 6 is defined in §4.2, that is 

L(y" um = Oy" — Arey” + Oo(y"~'y") = fin Q =(0,T) x (0,1). 
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Let p” be the solution of the problem 

Op” + Oxep” — y"~" Onp" = y", 

P’ |e=0,1 = Prle=0,1 = 9. 

By the proof of Theorem 4.3, we have that 

jim y”=y in W,"(Q). 

Let 6" = p™ — p", d™ = y™ — y”. Then 

lim d”™"° =0 
mn—00 

and 

O56" + Ang6™™ — y"Op6™ = (p™ + 1)6™™. 

By an estimate in [11] there exists a constant C’, independent of 7, such that 

llpzll < C. 

Hence from an a priori estimate in [11] we have that 

[ o T-8F (8,6)? + (Ong)? + (On6™™)? + (6 )2dedt 

< r(lly"llw3a(qy) f, lone” |lPdedt 

< Cr(ly"lly22(qy lle" llwer(q) — 0. 

Thus 

\|p”” — P'llw22(q) > 0, mn—- 0 

for Q; = (0,t) x (0,T),0<t<T. Let 

. nn: 1,2 
p= lim p" in W2”"(Q). 

Thus {p, y} is a solution of the optimality system (3.2)-(3.4). O 
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4.3. A Numerical Algorithm Using a Finite Element Method 

4.3.1. The simple iteration algorithm. We use the finite element method developed 

in §3.3.3 to implement the iteration procedure described in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Before 

applying a finite element method, we first summarize the iteration in algorithm form. 

Step 0: Initiaization 

Yo is given; 

Solve for po : 

L(yo)L*(yo)po = Ff, 

L*(yo)Polt=o = L*(yo)Polt=r = 9, 

Po|z=0,1 = OzPo\c=0,1 = 0. 

Then for n > 0, assuming that y,, is known, compute y,,41 as follows: 

Step 1: Simple iteration. First solve for p,41 from 

L(Yn)L*(Yn )Pnsi = f, 

L*(Yn)Pntiltso = L*(Yn)Pntilt=T = 9, 

Pn+ile=0,1 = OrPn+ilz=0,1 = 0. 

Then yn41 is computed as 

Ynt1 = L*(Yn)Pn41- 

Step 2: Test of convergence. Compute én = ||Ynt1 — Ynllz2(Q). if en = 0 or is small, 

then stop; if not, set n = n+ 1 andgo to Step 1. 

4.3.2. Finite element discretization. We use the finite element method to imple- 

ment the above procedure. To this end let 6” be finite dimensional subspaces of ®,,,. The 

finite element discretization of the simple iteration algorithm is as follows. 
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Step 0: Initialization 

Yo is given; 

Solve for pk € 6" from 

(L*(yo)pt, L*(yo)¢n) = (f,¢n) Von € &*. 

Then for n > 0, assuming that y’ is known, compute y” +1, a8 follows: 

Step 1: Simp. iteration. First solve for p,41 from 

(L*(yh)ph 1, L*(yh)bn) = (f,¢n) Von € 6" 

Then y 41 1s computed as 

Urs = L*(yp)ph as: 

Step 2: Test of convergence. Compute e* = |ly",, — Yrllz2(q)- If en = 0 or is small, 

then stop; if not, set n = n+ 1 goto Step 1. 
II 4.3.3. A nuraerical example. We solve problem (4.1)-(4.4) with T = 1, yo = 0 and 

f = 91 — Gre where 

104¢4(0.8 — t)4(1— 2x)? sin? 2, if t < 0.8, 
g(t, v) = 

; otherwise 

using the algorithm described above. The finite element subspaces ®” are constructed as 

follows: 

6’ —=cChe@ch 

where 

Ct = {vE C0, 7]; olestiga] E P3,h = tiz1 — ti, to = 0, tn = 1}, 

ch = {ve C*/0, 1]; fe, € P3,h = B41 — 2,20 = 0, En = 1} ri41] 
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where P3 is the set of polynomials of degree 3. 

We perform the computations for h=1/9, 1/19, 1/29, 1/39. For each A the iteration takes 

5 steps for tolerar.ce e = 1077. So it appears that the number of iterations is independent 

of h. Figure 4.1 through Figure 4.4 display the graphs of ||p"(t, -)||, ||y"(t,-)||, o = y"(t, 0) 

and vi(t,1). From the graphs we can see the convergence of approximate solutions. 
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Figure 4.1: The graph of ||p"(¢, -)|| for h=1/9, 1/19, 1/29, 1/39. 
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Figure 4.2: The graph of ||y"(t, -)|| for h=1/9, 1/19, 1/29, 1/39. 
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Figure 4.3: The graph of v2(t) for h=1/9, 1/19, 1/29, 1/39. 
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Figure 4.4: The graph of v(t) for h=1/9, 1/19, 1/29, 1/39. 
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